weddings & events
AN ELEGANT OCEANFRONT SETTING
The distinguished beauty of a Gilded Age mansion. Breathtaking ocean views. Weddings at The Chanler at Cliff
Walk are unforgettable affairs that fulfill and surpass all expectations and dreams. Our open air terrace, expansive
lawns, and grand interior rooms provide storybook spaces for elegant ceremonies and receptions, all with a backdrop
of sparkling views of the Atlantic.

Terrace Event
SITE FEE

Terrace Exclusive
SITE FEE

Tented Exclusive
SITE FEE

$5,000 - $14,000

$6,000 - $18,000

$18,000 - $30,000

FOOD & BEVERAGE MINIMUM

FOOD & BEVERAGE MINIMUM

FOOD & BEVERAGE MINIMUM

$9,000 - $20,000

$14,000 - $27,000

$27,000 - $40,000

80 guests and under

80 guests and under

Up to 200 guests

Ceremony & Cocktails on either
the Meadow or Cliff Lawn

Ceremony & Cocktails on either
the Meadow or Cliff Lawn

Dining on the terrace followed
by dancing until 10pm

Dining on the terrace followed
by dancing inside the mansion

Ceremony on our sprawling
Meadow Lawn. Cocktails will
take place on our Cliff Lawn
followed by dinner under a tent
with stunning views of the
Atlantic Ocean.

Due to our noise ordinance, only
unamplified music is permitted
after 6pm

Due to our noise ordinance,
amplified music is not permitted
outdoors after 6pm. Guests may
enjoy unamplified music during
cocktails and dinner before
heading inside to the mansion
for amplified late night music
and dancing

Saturday dates are excluded
during peak season

Due to our noise ordinance,
amplified music is not permitted
outdoors after 6pm. Guests may
enjoy unamplified music under
the tent during dinner before
moving inside the mansion for
late night music and dancing

*SITE FEE AND FOOD AND BEVERAGE

*SITE FEE AND FOOD AND BEVERAGE

*SITE FEE AND FOOD AND BEVERAGE

MINIMUMS VARY BY SEASON

MINIMUMS VARY BY SEASON

MINIMUMS VARY BY SEASON

Our intimate event spaces are intertwined with our restaurant and public spaces, therefore, a Terrace Exclusive and Tented Exclusive, 20 room two night
buyout of the mansion is required to allow for amplified entertainment.

| www.thechanler.com | events@thechanler.com | +401-847-1300 |

